MEMORANDUM CIRCULAR NO: 2019-12-13-042

TO: All Component Society Presidents and Secretaries, Governors of Regions

SUBJECT: PMA Members with Missing PRC Numbers

DATE: December 13, 2019

Greetings from Philippine Medical Association!

We are supplying you with the list of members of your component society with missing PRC numbers in the PMA Membership Database. The PRC number is a unique identifier important to establish the professional integrity and identity of a PMA member. It is the responsibility of the Component President and Secretary to get in touch with and gather information from its members in order to keep the Component Society Members List updated and to inform PMA of any change or correction that should be made therein, including among other details, supplying PMA of missing PRC numbers of component society members.

As PMA continues its vigorous efforts to regularly update the membership database, we kindly request submission of the PRC numbers of the following members of your component society via mail or email: philmedas@gmail.com on or before January 15, 2020. If best efforts to find out the missing PRC number of a member have been done but to no avail, kindly indicate so. PMA members with missing PRC numbers will be placed in separate list in the PMA database to facilitate database cleanup and improve member cataloguing and to enhance record keeping and reporting.

Attached is the list of members to fill in the missing data.